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Background
v Interrogatives vary cross-linguistically.

v Obligatory wh-ex-situ (left periphery) 
241 languages in WALS

v Obligatory wh-in situ
541 languages

v Apparently optional wh-in situ
20 languages



A common assumption: 
Wh-movement is not optional

v Cross-linguisically, both wh-ex-situ and wh-in 
situ must be licensed somehow (syntax, 
intonation, pragmatics)

v Correlate: When not licensedà impossible : 
optionality is syntactically excluded.



Types of in-situ syntactic licensers
v Another wh- word (or clitic (Munaro et als 2001))

Who bought what? 

v Wh- particle  (Chinese, Japanese, Korean)
(4) Chelswu-ka mues-ul po-ass-ni

Chelswu-nom what-acc see-past-Q
‘What did Chelswu see ?’ (also interpreted as yes/no)

v French single wh-in-situ:  apparently neither

v ‘Unlicensed’ forms of wh-in-situ in English (information seeking 
questions) (Pires and Taylor 2009)

v Is wh-in-situ more general than previously thought?



Richards (2010,2016)
v Final C, left Headed Prosodic Phrases
à wh-movement not necessary 
à Japanese

v Final C left Head Prosodic Phrases
à Wh-mouvement required
à Basque

v Initial C left Headed Prosodic Phrases
à Wh-movement required
à English

v Initial C Right Headed Prosodic Phrases
à Wh-not required
à French: how is movement motivated when it occurs ?



The Embedding Problem
v In French, for single wh,

Wh-ex-situ: always an option 
Wh-in situ: constrained

- Incompatible with anything overt in root C 
(est ce que, inversion) 

- Stricly excluded in indirect questions (in Fr – Belgian?) 

The Embedding Problem
(1) a.*Je me demande (si/ est-ce que) on en est où.

I am wondering (whether) we are where
b.  Je me demande où (est-ce que) on en est



The Embedding Problem
v It is not just a problem of selecting a [C+wh]. 
v Obligatory movement in indirect question is 

independent of selection (Schlonsky 2012)

v Supporting evidence: dislocated questions

(2) a.Je veux le savoir maintenant, où tu vas (pas demain)
I am asking it to you, now, where are you going

b.*Je veux le savoir maintenant, tu vas où (pas demain)



A (non-)exception
v Familiar ‘new generation’ French register

(2) a.Je sais pas c’est quoi ton problème ?
I don’t know it’s what your problem

b.Je te demandes c’est où tu crèches ?
I am asking you it’s where you live?

v In situ in the cleft, but ‘moved’ nonetheless

(3) * Je sais pas ton problème c’est quoi?
I don’t know you problem it’s what



French in situ is ‘special’: other 
Romance languages are not so ‘liberal’

Kaiser and Quaglia (2015)



In BP wh-in-situ, clear written v. 
oral distinction

Oushiro (2011)



Corpora Frequency for French in 
situ Coveney (1996)



A new survey of more recent oral 
corpora

(not included in Coveney’s (1996) count)
Authors Total wh-Q In-situ Ex-situ

Quillard (2001) 633 43,7% 56,3%

Myers (2007) 189 33,3% 66,6%

Hamlaoui (2009)
Interviews

175 59,6% 40,3%

Boucher (2010)
Oral& written (Zazie)

388 25% 75%

Bonan & Tual (2016)
Interviews

344 54,9% 45,%

TOTAL 1734 42,2% 57,7%



One ‘licensing’ solution: 
intonation/syntax interface

Cheng & Rooryck (2000)

v French wh-in-situ questions are licensed
syntactically by an intonation Q-morpheme : 
[Q: ].
v Sound: final rise (same as ‘yes/no’ questions)
v Meaning: strong presupposition

v Prosody as licensing factor
v Richards (2010), Kučerová (2007), Wagner 

(2005, 2006), Hamloui (2008, 2009)



Cheng & Rooryck (2000)
French Interrogatives: 

Strong Q Feature in Sentence-Initial C0

Q spelled out as 
underspecifed est-ce que,
checked and specified by

Q (null)checked by 
underspecified intonation 

morpheme [Q:] 
in C

overt wh-
movement

specified as 
y/n by default

specified as 
wh- by covert 
LF wh-mvmt.

(ESK) moved 
wh-

yes/no
✓ rise ✓ rise✗ rise

y/n
intonation 
morpheme

✓ rise
ESK yes/no wh-in-situ



Cheng & Rooryck (2000)
v [Q:] Provides a simple solution to the Embedding 

Problem.  

v As the ‘intonational’ morpheme [Q: ] cannot  be 
embedded for y/n questions. 

(5) *Je te demande Jean est parti
I ask you John left?

v The failure for wh-in-situ to embbed as indirect 
questions is also straightforwardly predicted.

v à licensing by [Q:] is not an option



Critiques of C&R
v Strong presupposition  à no negative answer 

(presupositions are not cancelable)
incorrect: Boecks (2000), Mathieu (2004), Hamlaoui (2008), 
Zubizaretta (2003)
àyet a similar idea resurfaces (Pires et Taylor 2007)

v Optionality of sentence-final rise
v Delattre (1966) general study not on wh-in situ
v Wünderli (1983, 1984) no context, wh final
v Adli (2004), contours hand drawn by participants

v No final rise  corpus study, no context or place of wh control
v (Hamlaoui 2008) rise on wh.
v Bonan&Tual(2016)= boundary tone non-distinct from 

declarative or ex-situ wh



Déprez et als (2013) 
Experiment Design

v Stimuli
v 7 target sentence types (questions, declarative)
v Five items each (5x7 = 35 per speaker)
v 2- to 3-sentence discourse contexts 
v Information structure manipulated: choice scenario, 

followed by the target sentence. 
v Sentences pseudorandomized in 3 blocks avoiding 

minimally distinct pairs (echo, in situ)
v Words with obstruents avoided
v No sentence-final wh to distinguish phrasal tones* 

from boundary tones%



Contexts and Targets
Pour participer à un test de psychologie, Emma devait
placer un rond, un carré ou un triangle sur un tableau. (Le 
psychologue demande…)
To participate in a psychology test, Emma had to place a circle, a 
square, or a triangle on a board. 

Prediction: ✗ rise
moved wh- est-ce que

Quel élément est-ce qu’elle a mis
au milieu?

moved wh- inversion
Quel élément a-t-elle mis au milieu? 

declarative
Elle a mis cet élément au milieu.

Prediction: ✓ rise
yes/no est-ce que

Est-ce qu’elle a mis cet élément
au milieu?

yes/no intonation
Elle a mis cet élément au milieu?

wh-in-situ content
wh-in-situ echo

Elle a mis quel élément au milieu? 



Experiment Design
v Participants

v 12 native French speakers (5 F, 7 M)
v Age: 20s to 50s
v Recorded in phonetics lab in sound-proof 

booth
v Randomly assigned to 1 of 3 orders
v Pitch accenting and naturalness evaluated later



2 types of Analysis
v Sentence-Final Rise/Fall Categorization

v 420 sentences segmented, annotated in Praat
v Coding of rise/fall by two double-blind 

researchers (intercoder agreement: 90%)
v Intonation Contour

v 40 evenly-divided windows(20ms) created from 
the onset of the wh- word / determiner to end 
of sentence

v Average F0 calculated for each window



Sentence-Final Rise/Fall
Baseline and wh-in-situ wh-in-situ questions

N=9N=3



Observations
v Inter-speaker variability in rising contour

v The majority of participants was perceived 
to assign a rise to the wh-in-situ content 
questions, but a small group was not.

v Apparent variability among the ‘risers’ can be 
accounted for by an outlier item.

v Tentative support for C&R’s claims about 
obligatory rising intonation.
v But why two groups?



Sentence-Final Intonation Contour

Group 1 (no rise) Group 2 (rise)
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Observations
v Inter-speaker variability

v Falling or rising contour of wh-in-situ distinct 
from other sentence types, including yes/no 
questions

v Rise for in-situ questions not as sharp or high 
as rise for yes/no questions

v Rise seems to be linked to pitch accent on 
wh- word



Maximum, Minimum F0

Elle a mis quel élément au milieu?

10 à
MAX1

40 intervals

10 à
MIN

ß5
MAX2

she placed which shape in.the middle
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Preliminary Summary
v Correlation between F0 values in wh-

region and sentence-final region
v Big difference between MAX and MIN F0 

values in wh- region à
Big difference between wh- and sentence-
final MAX F0 values  (no rise)

v Small difference between MAX and MIN F0 
values in wh- region à
Small/negative difference between wh- and 
sentence-final MAX F0 values  (rise)



Sentence-Final Intonation Contour

Group 1 (no rise) Group 2 (rise)
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Summary
v Prosody of wh-in-situ content questions

v More likely to be perceived as rising contour, in 
contrast to moved wh- questions

v Rise not as consistent or sharp as yes/no 
questions 

v Sentence-final rise correlated with 
presence/absence of H* on focused wh-word

v Possible nuanced support for C&R’s claim that 
intonation licenses in-situ questions

v But Empirical data is consistent with multiple 
possibilities for [Q:  ]



Different Possible Realization 
of [Q:  ]

v [Q:  ] encoded as sentence-final rise (H%)
v Group 1 v. 2: compression following H* wh- word
v Wh-in-situ v. y/n: different information structure

v [Q:  ] encoded as underspecified H (H* or H%)
v Group 1 v. 2: docking site (cf. Kawahara & Shinya, 2008)

v Wh-in-situ v. y/n: different information structure
[Q:  wh] = H* or H%

v Group 1 v. 2: docking site
v Wh-in-situ v. y/n: different intonation morpheme



v One piece of data that possibly militates against 
[Q:  wh] = H* or H%

v NPI fail to be licensed in either declarative Y/N  or 
wh-in-situ (Engdal 2006,Beyssade 2004)

(6) a. As-t-tu donné le moindre cadeau à ton père?
b.??Tu as donné le moindre cadeau à ton père?
Did he give the least present to his dad?

(7) ??Tu as donné le moindre cadeau à qui?
He gave the least present to whom?



Our Results = consistent with
Baunaz & Patin (2009)



Results = inconsistent with 
Bonan & Tual (2016)?

But our results appear consistent with an 
apparent trend in the female population
Looking at F only, we see that wh in situ are 
higher than ex-situ and declaratives but 
lower than yes no. 



Had not yet looked as the valule of FO on wh or the correlation pitch on wh/ final rise  



Summary
v Regardless of options interpreting [Q:], our results 

give evidence for 

v A fairly tight relationship between prosody and syntax
v There is a role for prosody in in-situ questions in 

French, although it seems unlikely to be that of 
syntactic licensing, as it seems doubtful that the rise 
could be considered obligatory.

v

v A question that partly remains: could optionality be 
accounted for by the H* on wh/ H% relation we 
uncovered?

v Or perhaps H (H* or H%) is governed by more subtle 
information structure considerations variably realized



Information structure
Strong Presupposition

In-situ question :  ‘strong presuppositions’ 
Considered responsible for the infelicity of negative 
answers (Cheng & Rooryck, Chang 1997)

But negative answers have been shown to be fully 
acceptable (Mathieu 2004)

(8) Vous faites quoi en ce moment ?
Rien. Je suis au chomage depuis un mois.
What are you doing right now?
Nothing. I have been unemployed for month

Chang (1997),)       



Yet Pires& Taylor (2007) took 
this idea over, with a twist

v [ C [+CG] ] 
v Common Ground requirement. (English, BP…)

v Wh-in-situ is licit as long as the information being 
requested is expected by the speaker to be part of 
the Common Ground

(9) I am having a party for my birthday
And you invited who ?

v Having a specific set in mind is not needed. What is 
required is that there be at least one person 
invited.



v For Tieu (2012) Pires & Taylor’s proposal reduces to an 
existential presupposition

v ∃x ( I invited x)

v But such a presupposition is assumed by most to be part of 
any information seeking question.  

(10) Qui tu as vu
Tu as vu qui

v Who did you see?

v Both carry the presupposition:
(11) ∃x ( you saw x)

v Hence P&T proposal does not explain the use of in-situ vs 
ex-situ. The same problem arise with C&R ‘strong 
presupposition’



Pires & Taylor (2009)

v Wh-in-situ: the set of possible answers is part 
of the Common Ground (CG) (Stalnaker 1978, 2002, 

see also Schwarzchild 1999 and Gunlogson 2003 for yes/no Qs).

v This is also problematic
v The denotation of a question is the set of its 

possible answers (Hamblin 1973)

v If the set of possible answers is part of the 
Common Ground, then how can the 
question be ‘information seeking’ ??



Tieu (2012)
v Wh-in-situ: = [+ semantic of Verum Focus Op] 

v VF[op] contributes an epistemic implicature about 
the degree of certainty the speaker has that a 
proposition P should be added to the Common 
Ground. (is true)

v VF: similar to ‘really’

(12) Tu as vu qui ?  
You have seen who?

means something like:

(13) Which x is it really the case you saw[x]



Hamlaoui (2008, 2009): 
Wh-in-situ is felicitous when the discourse context licenses 
a conversational implicature that renders most of the 
question informationally GIVEN. 

(14)
A: C’est l’anniversaire de Pierre la semaine prochaine.                                     

‘It’s Pierre’s birthday next week.’
Conversational implicature:  People will buy Pierre gifts.

B: Et tu vas lui acheter quoi comme cadeau?
‘And you will buy him what for a gift?’     

Narrow focus on wh-word. Everything else is GIVEN

Hamlaoui (2008, 2009



Hamloaoui (2008) 
Metrical tree

I
n
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s
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φw φs
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Il a bu quoi    le chat?

ws



Hamlaoui(2008) A Prediction
v A wh-in-situ question should not be compatible 

with any other foci, not even a contrastive one
(15)
A: Jean est malade. Il doit avoir mangé quelque

chose de mauvais.
John is sick. He must have eaten something 
bad

B: ??Et il a mangé quoi À L’ÉCOLE aujourd’hui?

Vs: Qu’est ce qu’il a mangé À L’ÉCOLE aujourd’hui
(pas à la maison)



A problem for all these proposals
v No answer to the Embedding problem !

v Presuppositions(strong or weak), CommonG or 
GIVENess are also valid for embedded questions.

(16)
A: C’est l’anniversaire de Jean aujourd’hui
B: *Oui et je ne sais pas lui acheter quoi?

Oui je ne sais pas quoi lui acheter? (still GIVEN)

v A [VF] operator can be embedded

(17) *Je te demande tu as vraiment vu qui 
I ask you which x is it really the case you saw 



Steps towards a solution
1) Something is right about the Giveness/Common Ground view, but it 
needs to be better articulated

2) But there is at least one other pragmatic factors that favor in-situ 
v The Speaker’s assumption about the Hearer’s capacity of answering 

the question

v Elements of a Proposal: 
v wh-in-situ reflects the SPEAKER’s high confidence/knowledge that the 

HEARER has the answer to the question.

v There must a interaction between the pragmatics and syntax:

à because wh-in-situ crucially involve the SPEAKER’s view about 
the HEARER’s state of knowledge, the Speech Act Projection of 
Tenny and Speas (2013) is involved

v SPA is not embeddable à no embedded clause can licence in situ



Myers (2007 p153)
[in-situ] structure strongly favored by

v active  Speaker Consciousness of Presupposition

v high answerability 

v high expectability (having to do with wh type)



Consciousness of Presupposition 
Lambrecht (1994)

v Knowledge Presupposition  (KP)
= the open proposition 
= [ you saw x]  ( what did you see?)

v (Speaker) Consiousness of the Presupposition (CP)
Scale of activation: (Myers 2007)

v highly active: the open proposition is explicitly stated in 
previous conversation
active: the open proposition is in the hearer’s focus of 
consciousness

v accessible: the open proposition is implied or inferable from 
context

v inactive: the open proposition is unexplored and unrelated to 
the current context 



Consciousness of Presupposition
v Ex-situ = compatible with inactive, accessible and 

active CP. Can be topic changing.

v In situ = compatible with accessible, active and 
highly active but not with inactive.

v To favor in-situ, the conversation/situation must 
license an implicature that makes the open 
proposition GIVEN (Hamlaoui 2008).

v Conversational implicatures are cancelable, so 
negative answers are not a problem 



Answerability
v A highly answerable question is one in which 

‘the speaker believes the listener is able to 
(easily) answer the question’. (Myers 2007)

v Wh-in-situ is chosen:  ‘when the SPEAKER 
believes that the answer is in the addressee’s 
set of BELIEFS.’ (Engdahl 2006, fnt)

v Proposal
v A SPEAKER chooses the wh-in-situ option to 

signal her expectation that the addressee 
knows the answer.



Example 1
v Situation: John arrives in a spot where some of his 

friends are gathered and talking to each other with 
unusual hand gestures

(17) Salut les mecs.  Vous faites quoi là?
High guy! You are doing what here?
# Qu’est-ce que vous faites la ? (= why are you 
here)

v No previous conversation, but the question is clearly 
answerable by the hearers. Note that if the anwser
is ‘rien’ here, the Speaker will assume they are hiding 
something.



Example 2
v Combien is an unbiased wh expression that can occur in & ex-situ

v Context: Mary and Jane are looking at an amazing wedding dress in a 
shop window and are commenting on it. (Neither are wedding-dress 
shopper experts)

(18) Mary : Combien ca vaut une robe comme ca? Tu sais, toi?

v The friends enters the shop, talk to the saleswoman about that 
dress and eventually Mary asks:

(19) Mary: Et elle vaut combien, cette robe? #vous savez-vous? 

--> No in situ combien question to someone the speaker is not sure 
can answer the question



Speas & Tenny (2003)
v Propose that there are syntactic 

projections that mediate the syntax-
pragmatics interface.  

v ‘The morphosyntactic and prosodic 
structure of the sentence may reflect the 
SPEAKERS assumption about the 
HEARER’s knowledge and consciousness 
at the time of the utterance. (Lambrecht
1994)



Speas & Tenny (2003)
v In a declarative, it is the SPEAKER who 

controls the SEAT OF KNOWLEDGE
v In a question, it is the HEARER who controls 

the SEAT OF KNOWLEDGE. The HEARER 
has the knowledge needed to determine 
which of the possible answers is the true 
answer. 

v In a question, the SEAT OF KNOWLEDGE is 
controlled/coindexed with the HEARER. 



Declaratives Interrogatives



Kučerová (2007) Wagner (2006,2007)

v A presupposed element must be marked as 
Given (either lexically, or by a G-operator).
[≈ Maximize Presupposition] 

v A new element cannot be marked as given.
[≈ Presupposition Failure] 

given
given

new new

<s, t>

G



Combining Kucherova’s G-move with 
Speas & Tenny (2003)

Spa*

[Vous faites QUOI ce soir?]                 sa/ Gop

SPEAKER                sa

HEARER                sa*

Utterrance content  (SoK)            sa
[Vous faites quoi ce soir]

sa HEARER

Proposal: The hearer moves as in regular interrogatives, but for in-situ, the Utterance
Content (UC) moves as well, for GIVENESS. Thus, UC is GIVEN for the SPEAKER and 
the SPEAKER dominates/governs the HEARER Knowledge State for Answerability = 
Knowledge by S of the H capacity to answer the question 



A pragmatic solution to the 
embedding problem

338 Peggy Speas and Carol Tenny 

5. Coda: Why we aren’t re-inventing Ross’s performative analysis 

As noted in Section 1.2, Ross (1970) proposed that sentences have a Deep Structure 
representation of a higher “performative predicate.” (See also Saddock (1969)). For 
example, sentence (38) and (39a) would have the DS (38) and (39b), respectively. 

(38) a. SS: Mary is the culprit. 
b. DS: I tell you that Mary is the culprit. 

(39) a. SS: Is the exam tomorrow? 
b. DS: I ask you whether the exam is tomorrow 

Ross’s proposal was rejected based on arguments such as those of Anderson (1971), 
Fraser (1974), and Gazdar (1979) (See Newmeyer 1986, Chapter 5 for a summary). 
What is interesting about these arguments is that they are primarily against an 
aspect of Ross’s theory that is not part of the present proposal. Specifically, Ross 
claimed that DS representations contained specific predicates expressing the rel- 
evant speech act, and he claimed that sentences with overt performative predi- 
cates had the same DS as the equivalent sentence without an overt predicate. For 
example, (40a) and (b) had the same DS, as did (41a) and (b), and (42a) and (b). 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

a. I tell you that Mary is the culprit. 

a. I ask you whether the exam is tomorrow. 

a. I request that you pass the salt. 

b. Mary is the culprit. 

b. Is the exam tomorrow? 

b. Pass the salt. 

The claim that (40)-(42b) have the same DS as (40)-(42a) is clearly vulnerable to 
the objection that we then have no way of ruling out the possibility that the DS of 
sentence (40a) is actually “I tell you that I tell you that Mary is the culprit.” Nor do 
we know whether the correct DSs for the (b) cases are actually (40)-(42a), or a DS 
with some other predicate, such as “I report to you”, I advise you” “I warn you” etc. 

Our claim, on the other hand, is that every sentence has one and only one 
Speech Act Projection, with an abstract structure that constrains what can be coin- 
dexed with the seat of knowledge, but gives no other specific information about 
whether the speech act is a telling, a warning, a report, etc. So,(40a) would have the 
structure (43a), and (40b) would have the structure (43b). 

(43) a. 

b. 

[ S P ~ . E C H A C T P H ~ S E  [ SPEECH ACT [ ~ p  I tell you that Mary is the cul- 

[ SPEECH ACI ~ H ~ s E  [ SPEECH ACT [ c p  Mary is the culprit.]]] 
prit.] l l 

‘There is only one Speech Act projection at the 
leftmost periphery of the sentence.’ (Speas & Tenny 2003)

NB : This correctly predicts that wh-in-situ questions will be possible 
in embedded declarative contexts accessible to the Speech Act 
projection that ranges over the whole utterance, and always have 
the highest possible scope.

(20) Tu veux manger quoi ce soir?
Tu veux que je te dépose où demain? 
??Jean veut que Marie fasse quoi cet apre’m?
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CP (=SpA)
TP                                                                           

Elle a mis quel élément au milieu    C0(sa)        t
G 

Pitch compression 
(Richards 2010)

C’ (sa)



Conclusions
v The choice for in situ over ex-situ reflects an interaction between pragmatics 

and syntax and (probably prosody, although the latter still needs work).

v At least two pragmatic factors appear determining
v 1) The degree of activation of the SPEAKER consciousness of the Knowledge 

Presupposition (the open sentence) (not topic introducing)
v 2) The SPEAKER’s degree of confidence about the HEARER’s ability to answer. 

the question (i.e. determine the true answer)
v I have sketched atentative proposal to model these as interactions of the 

Speaker Hearer argument in the Speech Act Projection of Speas & Tenny 2003.

v Given that the choice of wh-in-situ involves an interaction between the speaker 
and the hearer knowledge state with the Speech Act Projection, these not 
being accessible in embedded context, it is no surprise that French in situ 
cannot be found in indirect contexts.

v This view suggests that the solution to the embedding problem could reside at 
the syntax pragmatic interface, not just at the syntax level.



Thank you
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2 of our own participants 

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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Stimuli: wh-in-situ sentences
1. Elle a | mis | quel | élément | au milieu?
2. Il a | éliminé | quelle | ligne | en haut?
3. Elle l’a | emmené | où | la nuit?
4. Elle est | allée | où | il y a un mois?
5. Il a | envoyé | quel | menu | à un ami?



Participant no. 8, rise
1. Elle a | mis | quel | élément | au milieu?

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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Time (s)
0 1.501

0.750294785



Participant no. 6, non-rise

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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0 1.977

0.98829932

1. Elle a | mis | quel | élément | au milieu?



Participant no. 1, rise

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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1. Elle a | mis | quel | élément | au milieu?



2 of our participants 

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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Participant #8 = Rise

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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Participant # 6 = no Rise



Participant no. 3, non-rise

Elle a mis quel element au milieu
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Time (s)
0 1.715

0.857687075

1. Elle a | mis | quel | élément | au milieu?



Participant no. 10, rise

Elle l’a emmene ou la nuit
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Time (s)
0 1.293

0.646530612

3. Elle l’a | emmené | où | la nuit?



Participant no. 3, non-rise

Elle l’a emmene ou la nuit
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3. Elle l’a | emmené | où | la nuit?



Participant no. 12, rise
3. Elle l’a | emmené | où | la nuit?

Elle l’a emmene ou la nuit
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Time (s)
0 0.9346

0.467301587



Participant no. 9, non-rise
3. Elle l’a | emmené | où | la nuit?

Elle l’a emmene ou la nuit
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Time (s)
0 1.157
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